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1. Introduction. We will use the following notation. A\B means

the set theoretic difference of A and B, conv B means the closed con-

vex hull of B, and CIb A means the closure of A in the set B. A sum

23 without limits means 23"• The letters s, t, r will be reserved to

represent sequences 5 = {s„}, t= {tn}, etc.

Let s= {sniz)} be a sequence of functions uniformly bounded in a

domain D of the complex plane. The Gibbs set of this sequence at

ZoED is the set

Giz0; s) = <w: w — lim í„t(z*), zk —* z0, «i < n2 < ■ ■ •

The set conv G(z0; s) is called the core of the sequence at z0. If B is a

regular matrix and t= {tniz)} is the 5-transform of 5= {s„(z)} we

will write t = Bs. The following theorem relates the core of i to the

core of Bs.

Theorem 1. The relation conv G(z0; Bs) Cconv G(zo; s) holds for

every uniformly bounded {s„(z)} if and only if

(1.01) lim sup(w -> oo ) 23 | bnk |   =1.

Theorem 1 was proved by Agnew [l] for sequences of complex

numbers. The stated extension to sequences of functions is given in

[3]. This theorem bears a similarity to a theorem proved by Phelps

[4]. We will state this last theorem below.

Let X and Y be sets, and let A and B be linear spaces of complex

valued bounded functions on X and F respectively. It is assumed that

both A and B contain the constant functions and are normed with

sup norm. Phelps's theorem follows.

Theorem 2. Let T be a linear operator from A to B. Then ||F|| =1

and F(l) = l if and only if (F/)(F) Cconv/(A) for every fEA. The
operator T is an isometry if and only if conv(F/)(F) = conv/(A) for

each fEA.

The main result of the present paper is that Theorem 1 is a con-

sequence of Theorem 2. In establishing this result we will show that

the Banach algebra A consisting of suitably defined equivalence
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classes of uniformly bounded sequences is isometrically isomorphic to

C(X) lor a certain compact space X. Limiting values of sequences are

then the same as the values of corresponding functions on X.

For a regular matrix B, the operator norm of B as an operator on

A is given by (1.01). That is,

(1.02) ||J5|| = lim sup(« -+ ») T I bnk\ .

The norm of the induced operator B' on C(X) is equal to ||ß||. Also,

regularity of B implies that B'(l) = 1. Thus the matrix B of Theorem

1 satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.

The authors are grateful to the referee for suggestions on shorten-

ing and simplifying §3.

2. The Banach algebra of uniformly bounded sequences. Let D

be a completely regular topological space and C(D) the class of com-

plex valued, bounded, continuous functions on D. We will write

11/| 11 for the sup norm on C(D). Let A' be the class of sequences

s={H, snEC(D), with limsup(«—>») ||s»||i<». A' is a complex

algebra under the operations

s + t = {sn + tn},        as = {aSn},        st = {sjn}.

A' becomes a pseudo-normed Banach algebra with ||5||

= lim sup(?z—>») |s„||i. We define equivalence classes in A' by s~t if

and only if \\s —1\\ =0. Clearly s^i if and only if {sn — tn} converges

uniformly to zero. We define a norm in the space A of equivalence

classes thus formed by ||x||2 = {||s||: any s Ex}. Then A is a Banach

algebra.

For a regular matrix B = (bnk) and an equivalence class xEA we

define Bx= {t: t = Bs, sEx}. Itis not hard to show that Bx E A. Hence

B is an operator from A into A.

The next theorem shows that A with || ||2 gives the proper form

to the operator norm ||.B||2. For convenience we will write

ß = lim sup(w —> ») T \ bnk\ .

Theorem 3. ||-B||2=/3.

Proof. Let x be an equivalence class in A and s = {sn} Ex. Then

||.Bx||2 = lim sup(w —> »)|| T b*kSk\\i

^ lim sup(w—> ») T \bnk\ \\sk\\y

Given e>0 there exists K = K(e) such that k^K implies ||s/fc||i^e

-r-||s||2. Then
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K

\\Bs\\i ^ lim sup(w—> oo) 23 | bnk\ ||î*||i+ [« + ||i||2]-/3.
i-l

The first term on the right of this last inequality is zero. Hence

||-Bs||2^/3|M|í and ||J3||2g/3.
Suppose now that ||5||2</3. There exists a sequence of indices

{nip)} and a number X>0 such that

E | *.ü».*|   -\\b\\ >X;       p -1, 2, •••.

Then for any sequence 5= {sk} with ||s||2 = l we must have

(1.03) 23 \bMP).k\   -\\Bs\\ >X;       p = l, 2, ■■■.

For a given p define j by s*=exp( — i argbnw.k). Then clearly I s||2 = 1,

but s violates (1.03). Hence ||s|| <ß is impossible and we have [ 2J|| =ß.

It may be noted that only the conditions that the columns go to

zero and the rows are a bounded subset of I1 are needed. For such

matrices it is easy to check that the equivalence class decompositions

we have introduced preserve convergence fields, that is, if ||jB— ¿F||2

= 0, then Cs = Cb', and if s, t are sequences such that ||s—¿|| =0, then

sECb if and only if tECs- This fact is not needed below.

3. Representation of A as C( X), X compact. Let F be a locally

compact space, C( Y) the bounded continuous complex valued func-

tion on Y, and Co(F) the elements of (F) which disappear at in-

finity. Co( Y) consists exactly of the elements of C( F) whose exten-

sions to ß Y vanish on ßY\Y (cf. [4], exercise 7F.1). It is easy to see

that the quotient space C(F)/Co(F) may be mapped isomorphically

into C(ßY\Y). Since F is locally compact, ßY\Y is compact, hence

C*-embedded in ß Y, and it follows that the isomorphism is onto.

Letting D be as in §2, we may regard each element of C(F>) as

defined on ßD. If A is the positive integers, NXßD is locally compact,

and it follows that the algebra A is isomorphic to C(X), where

X =ßiNXßD)\iNXßD). The isomorphism is actually an isometry,

for if 5= {i„} EA' and s is the restriction to X of its extension to

ßiNXßD), then ||s|| =lim sup ||jn||. This follows from the important

fact that if ß£A and {(«„, wa)} is a net in NXßD such that ina, wa)

—>ß, then na—* oo in A.

Finally we note that a regular matrix B such that \\b\\ = 1 induces

an operator B' on C(A) defined by B'is)=Bs- The operator B'

satisfies ||j3'|| = 1 and B'l =1. That ||5'|| = 1 follows from Theorem 3.

To show 2?'1 = 1, let xEA and suppose 5(0) = 1 for all ÜEX and

s= {s„} EX. If (w„, wa) is a net in NXD and («„, wa)—»Q£A, then
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s(na, wa)—>l. If t = Bs, regularity of B gives t(na, wa)—»1, so t(ß) = 1

for all QEX.
From now on we will simply write B for B' and it will be clear from

the context whether B is acting on A or C(X).

4. The core theorem. We assume now that D is a subset of the

complex plane with the discrete topology. For z0ED define the sets

Bn(zo)={zED: \z-Zo\ <1/»} and K = rC-i Clx(NXBn(zo)).

Theorem 4. s(K) =G(z0; s).

Proof. We first show that the left side is contained in the right

side. Let tE's(K)- Then f=S(ß), ÜEK. Define the sets F„

= {ti'Eß(NXßD): |i(ß')-t| <l/n}. For every n we have

ÇlEClx(NXBn(z0)) and hence there exists m(n)¡tn and znEBn(zo)

such that Q'=(w(«), zn)EVn. Thus l/n>\s(Q,')-t\ = |5m(B)(z„)-/|

so that tEG(zo, s).

For the reverse inclusion let tEG(z0, s). Then i = lim s„m(Zk) with

z„—>zo, n(l)<n(2)< ■ ■ • . We may then write z* ££„,(*) (z0) with

m(l) <m(2) < •• ■ . Let &EX be a cluster point of (n(k), zk) so that

s(Q)=t. To show that QEClx(NXBn(z0)) note that for some k, m(k)

}ïn and so Bmm(zo)EBn(zo). Thenj^k implies (n¡, z,)ENXBn(zo).

Thus ß is a cluster point of NXBn(za).

We will state the core theorem again and prove it by applying

Theorem 2.

Theorem 5. Let B = (bnk) be a regular matrix. Then \\B\\ =1 if and

only if G(z0; Bs) Cconv G(zo; s) for every sEA' and every z0ED.

Proof. Let K be defined as above. For N, n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , let

£(z) = l if zEBN(z0) and £(z)=0 if zEBN-i(zo). Then #(ß) = l if

Q,EKN and £(ß)=0 if SlEKK-y where Kn = Clx[NXBn(zo)], n
= 1, 2, • • • .

Set {r^} = {snt%} and let rNEC(X) correspond to {r*}. rN(ti) = 1

if ÜEKN and r*(ß)=0 if Ü^Kn-i. Then £^(2) = í>„*s*(z) if
zEKN and TJ>***(*) =° if «C^-i- Hence BrN(V) =Bs(Q) if QEKK
and 5rw(ß) =0 if fi^A^-i.

By Theorem 2 BrN(X) Cconv rN(X). We may assume without loss

of generality that 0Es(K). Using the fact that KN compact and /

continuous imply f]\f(Ks) =f(Ç\ifKtr) we have:

oo oo oo

s(K) =   fl BrN(KN) Ç  n Brs(X) Q  f) conv rN(X)
N=l N-l JV=1

00 00

= conv fl rN(X) = conv fl rN(KN-i) = conv s(X).
JV=1 N=l
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Hence Giz0; Bs)ç.conv G(z0; s).

To prove the converse we note that by Theorem 2 if ||B|| ^1 then

there exists sEC(X) such that Bs(X)QsiX). Let tEBs[x)\siX).

Clearly ifJG(z0; s) for any z0ED. We will show that /£G(zo; Bs) for

somezoG-D.

There exists fl£A such that .Bs(fi) = /. Also, there is a net (««, za)

in NXD such that (w„, za)—»fi and wa—>«o in A. Then lim ¿n(a)(za) =t.

Since wa—»oo in N, and sn(a)(za)—H, there exists a sequence {m¡}

E{n¡} such that mi<>rc2< • • • , and if z¡ are the corresponding

2a's, we have smU)iZj)—H. If z0 is a cluster point of {z¡}, then there are

suitable subsequences {/>;}C{wj} and {*,•} C{zy}, pi<p2< • • • ,

Xj-*Zo such that Iim ¿Po)(r,) —t. Hence tEGiz0, Bs).

The second part of Theorem 2 concerning the isometry B, can also

be applied to the core theorem. This gives

Theorem 6. conv Giz0; Bs) =conv Giz0; s) if and only if the regular

matrix B is an isometry on A.

It has been shown by H. S. Allen [2] that a regular matrix B = ibnk)

leaves the core of every bounded sequence of complex numbers invari-

ant if and only if

(a) ||5||=1.
(b) For every sequence of suffixes P(i) (¿=1,2, • • • ) the number

1 is a limit of the sequence

Un =   2-( an,P(t>

We can restate Allen's result as

Theorem 7. If D is a one point space so that A' consists of bounded

sequences of complex numbers then the regular matrix B is an isometry

on A if and only if B satisfies conditions (a) and (b) above.

Theorem 8. Let A' be the class of sequences of functions uniformly

bounded in the unit disc. Then the regular matrix B leaves cores invariant

and hence is an isometry on A if and only if

(|) l|B||=l.
(ii) For every sequence of suffixes n(l)<«(2)< • • •   there exists a

subsequence of {nii)} say pil) <pi2) < • • •  and a sequence of suffixes

w(l)<w(2)< • • • such that lim supik—> K>)bm(k),p(k) = l.

Proof. Suppose first that B satisfies the stated conditions. Then

for every sEA by Theorem 5 we have conv Giz0; 5s)Çconv Giz0; s).

We must prove the reverse inclusion.

Let wEGiz0; s). Then w = lim s„(*)(z*) where n(l)<w(2)< • • •

and Zu—>z0. Let p(l) <p(2) < • • ■   be the subsequence of (n(i)} and
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fw(l)<w(2)< • ■ ■ the sequence as defined in (ii). Denote by |f,}

the subsequence of {z*} corresponding to {pij)}. Then spy)iÇ,)—*w.

For the transform of s we have

'm(r)(fr)   =  &m(r),P(r)íP(r)(fr) +  23' ¿W),nin(Zn)

where the prime on the sum indicates that n=pir) is omitted.

Now since lim sup(r—»oo)| èOT(r),P(r)| =1 it follows from (i) that

lim sup(r -*• oo ) |   23' bmtf ).»*«(*») I   = °-

Hence im(r)(fr)—>w and wEGiz0; Bs). Clearly then conv Giz0; Bs)

3conv Giz0; s) and the sufficiency of (i) and (ii) is proved.

The necessity of (i) follows from Theorem 5. To prove that (ii) is

also necessary we assume the existence of a sequence of suffixes

(w(î)} that violates (ii). That is, lim sup |&m(r),j>(r)| <1 for every

subsequence {pij)} of {«(/)} and every sequence of suffixes w(l)

<wz(2)< • • • . Using a diagonalization argument it can be shown

that there must then exist a, 0<a<l such that

lim sup(r -> oo ) | 6m(r)>p(r) |   < a

for every pair of sequences mir) and pir) as defined above.

We now define the sequence of functions s = {snix)} as follows.

*„(*)  sO       if *£ {«(*)},

snti)ix) = 1    * = 1/nii),

= 0   x ^ 1/nii).

It is obvious that conv G(0; s) = [0, l]. For any sequence w(l)

<w(2) < • • • we have

*»(!■)(*)   =   23 bm(r),nSnix)   =   23 &»&■)*«)$!•«)(*)•

Clearly im(r)(x) =0 whenever x is not of the form l/»(j) and hence

0GG(0; As). Let {xr} be any sequence with xr—»0 and consider

tm(r)ixr). Again it is clear that im(r)(a:r)=0 unless xr = l/Qir) where

Qir)E{nii)}.   Then  /ro(r)(^r)=0   Or   k<r>(*r)=&»(r).QCr>.   But

lim sup(r -> oo) | ôm(r),Q(r) |   < a < 1

and hence conv G(0; As)¿¿conv G(0; s). Thus condition (ii) is neces-

sary. This completes the proof.

It is easily seen that any matrix satisfying (i) and (ii) of Theorem 8

must also satisfy (a) and (b) of Theorem 7. The authors do not know

if the converse is true. It is of interest in this connection to note that

the examples given in [2] of matrices satisfying (a) and (b) are

matrices that satisfy (i) and (ii).
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According to Hoffman [5, p. 69] an isometry of C(X) onto C(X) is

multiplicative, i.e. T(fg) = T(f)T(g). It follows that the matrix opera-

tors discussed in Theorems 6, 7, and 8 are multiplicative at infinity in

a natural sense.

As a final remark, we note that the proofs of Theorems 4, 5, 6, and

8 go through with little modification if K is replaced by a normal

topological space, and {B„} is a sequence of open sets with closure

such that Cl B„+iEBn.
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